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Abstract: Bioinformatics analysis of data produced by complete genome

sequencing projects is one of the major challenges of the current years. Integrating

up-to-date databanks and relevant algorithms is a clear requirement of such

analysis. Grid computing would be a viable solution to distribute data, algorithms,

computing and storage resources for Genomics. Providing bioinformaticians with

a good interface to grid infrastructure, such as the one provided by the EGEE

European project, is also a challenge to take up. The GPS@ web portal, “Grid

Protein Sequence Analysis”, aims to provide such a user-friendly interface for

these grid genomic resources on the EGEE grid.
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Introduction

Bioinformatics analysis of data produced by high-throughput biology, for instance

genome projects [1], is one of the major challenges for the next years. Some of the

requirements of this analysis are to access up-to-date databanks (of sequences, patterns,

3D structures, etc.) and relevant algorithms (for sequence similarity, multiple alignment,

pattern scanning, etc.) [2]. Since 1998, we are developing the Web server NPS@ ([3],

Network Protein Sequence Analysis), that provides the biologist with many of the most

common resources for protein sequence analysis, integrated into a common workflow.

These methods and data can be accessed through a HTTP connexion with a web

browser, or bioinformatics program like MPSA [4] or AntheProt [5].

Today, the computing resources available behind the NPS@ Web portal limit the

capabilities of our server as well as other genomics/post-genomics web portals. Indeed

some methods are very computing-time and memory consuming. All these web portals

have to face to an increasing demand of CPU and disk resources and to the

management of the bioinformatics resources (algorithms, databanks). Most of the time,

the portal administrators restrict user queries following different levels of access rights

on the available methods and databanks.

Grid computing concept [6], as deployed in the European EGEE project [7], may

be a viable solution to foresee these resources limitations [8] [9]. EGEE’s goals are to

build a European grid infrastructure, providing today users with more than 15,000
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CPUs. These resources are usable for grid users through specific components of this

middleware: the user interface (UI), the job description language (JDL) and job

workload management commands. Nevertheless EGEE user interface and usage are

still raw and hardly accessible to non-computer scientist.

1. EGEE: European grid infrastructure

1.1. European project EGEE

The Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EGEE [7]) project is funded by the European

Commission and aims to build on recent advances in grid technology and develop a

service grid infrastructure. EGEE aims to integrate current national, regional and

thematic computing and data Grids to create a European Grid-empowered

infrastructure for the support of the European Research Area, exploiting unique

expertise generated by previous EU projects (DataGrid, CrossGrid, DataTAG, etc.) and

national Grid initiatives (UK e-Science, INFN Grid, Nordugrid, GridIreland, etc.). The

EGEE consortium involves 70 leading institutions in 27 countries, federated in regional

Grids, with a combined capacity of over 15,000 CPUs, the largest international Grid

infrastructure ever assembled.

1.2. EGEE infrastructure

The project EGEE is building a grid computing platform as it usually defined [6]:

“a grid is a set of information resources (computers, databases, networks, instruments,

etc.) that are integrated to provide users with tools and applications that treat those

resources as components within a « virtual » system”.

EGEE middleware provides the underlying mechanisms necessary to create such

systems, including authentication and authorization, resource discovery, network

connections, and other kind of components. The platform is built on the LCG-2

middleware (Large Collisioner Grid release 2), which has been inherited from the EDG

middleware developed by the European DataGrid Project ([10], FP5 2001-2003),

initially based on the Globus toolkit [11].

The EGEE middleware permits grid users to launch a job on the EDG grid through

an User Interface (UI). Then the job is processed by the workload management system

in the Resource Broker (RB). This component, RB, determines where and when the

submitted job have to be computed: on which given computing element and according

to the needed storage element in case of simple jobs, using several of them in case of

large jobs. A computing element (CE) is a cluster of several computing servers, the

worker nodes (WN) managed by a scheduler system using batch mechanisms, such as

PBS/Torque. A storage element (SE) is a server providing a storage space usable for

distributing the application data around the grid. The resource broker knows the current

state of the grid by querying the information system that centralizes all parameters

raised by the grid components (cluster, storage, network,). When available resources

have been chosen, the job is transferred to these components and launched. Once

executed, the resource broker is informed and gets it back to the user interface.
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1.3. EGEE usage: workload and data management

The usage of the EGEE middleware is still raw and hardly accessible to non-

computer scientist. Firstly, the user has to connect to an user interface (UI) machine:

getting an account on an existing UI or ,harder way , installing one in its laboratory.

The UI needs a dedicated Linux machine, and the installation of the LCG-2

middleware is manual and needs some skills in system administration. Secondly, when

the UI is up and ready, a grid user has to deal with the middleware command line

interface (CLI) providing different sets of programs to manage job or data. Moreover,

submitting a job means to write a valid JDL (Job Description Language) file describing

completely the job to be run on the grid. The principal actions needed to run a job are

the following: job submission (edg-job-submit) getting status (edg-job-status) and

downloading results (edg-job-get-output). For data management the main programs

are: data registration (lcg-cr), replication (lcg-rep) and data suppression (lcg-del). All

these command are not integrated and need to be executed manually by the user.

2. Bioinformatics portal on the grid

As seen, the current job submission process on the EGEE platform is relatively

complex, as well as non-automated, for non-computer scientist. Indeed, biologists who

are using the grid have to submit their jobs manually, and have to check periodically

the resource broker for the status of his job. A job goes through different steps during

the workload management process: “Submitted", "Ready", “Scheduled”, “Running”,

etc. until the “Done” status. And finally, they have to get the results with a raw file

transfer from the remote storage area to the local file system of their user interface.

2.1. Gridification of Bioinformatics data and programs.

One major problem with a grid-computing infrastructure is the distribution of files

and binaries, as BLAST [12] or ClustalW [13] through the job submission process.

Sending a binary of the algorithm to a node on the grid is quite simple because of its

size, few kilobytes, and can be done at each execution, although it isn’t the best

efficient way to do it. But putting on the grid a databank, from tens of megabytes (as

Swiss-Prot [14]) to gigabytes (as EMBL [15]), consumes a large part of network

bandwidth if done at each job submission, and greatly enlarge the execution time if

done each time a BLAST is submitted to the grid.

One simple solution can be to split databanks into subsets sent in parallel to several

node of the grid, in order to run the same query on each subset. Another solution is to

maintain used databanks on several storage elements (SE) of the grid and to launch the

algorithm on computing resources (worker nodes) closer to these SEs.

According to these two solutions, the submission process is different. The

algorithm submission processes implemented in our GPS@ portal have been adapted to

the EGEE grid context. The algorithms and short datasets are sent at submission time

through the grid sandbox process. While the other ones, algorithms analyzing large

dataset are executed on grid nodes close to the related databanks, that have been

replicated earlier or on demand through the replica management system.
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2.2. GPS@ - Grid Protein Sequence Analysis.

The EGEE job submission could be boring for scientists that are not aware of

advanced computing techniques. Thus, we decide to provide biologists with a user-

friendly interface for the EGEE computing and storage resources, by adapting our

NPS@ web portal [3]. The grid portal GPS@ (“Grid Protein Sequence Analysis)

simplify and automated the EGEE grid job submission and data management

mechanisms with XML descriptions of available Bioinformatics resources: algorithms

and databanks (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. GPSA architecture and interface to the EGEE grid.

In GPS@, we simplify the grid analysis query: GPS@ Web portal runs its own

EGEE low-level interface and provides biologists with the same interface that they are

using daily in NPS@. They only have to paste their protein sequences or patterns into

the corresponding field of the submission web page. Then simply pressing the “submit”

button launches the execution of these jobs on the EGEE platform. All the EGEE job

submission is encapsulated into the GPS@ back office: scheduling and status of the

submitted jobs. And finally the result of the bioinformatics jobs are displayed into a

new Web page (see Figure 2), ready for other analyses or for results download in the

appropriate data format.

3. Example of use: submitting BLAST analyses to the EGEE grid

NPS@ [3] is providing biologist with a Web form to input their data (protein

sequences) in order to run a BLAST analysis against a given protein sequence database.

As in Figure 2, the user simply paste is sequence of protein in the corresponding field.

Then he chooses the database that will be scan with the query sequence. All the

available protein databanks can be selected through a multi-valued list of the form.
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Selecting the “EGEE” check-box will schedule the submission of the BLAST on the

EGEE grid when clicking on the “submit” button.

Figure 2. GPS@ web portal: submission form of a bioinformatics analysis with BLAST.

As the GPS@ portal integrated is own EGEE user interface (see Figure 1), an

automatized process then submits the BLAST job on the grid. First, the job description

in the Web form is converted into a JDL file, that can then be submitted to the

workload management system of EGEE. The GPS@ sub-process that have submitted

the job, is also checking periodically the status of this job by querying the resource

broker with the good commands. All steps are notified to the user through the Web

page of the submission, indicating the time and the duration of the current step. When

achieved, i.e. reaching the “Done” step, the GPS@ automat is downloading the result

file from BLAST. Then this raw result file in BLAST format is processed and

converted into a HTML page showing, in a colored and graphical way, the list of

similar protein sequences, and also graph and pairwise alignments of them (as in Figure

3). This formatting process is directly inherited from the original NPS@ portal,

providing biologists with a well-known interface and way of displaying results.
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Figure 3. GPS@ web portal: results of a BLAST scan for protein sequence similarity.

4. Conclusion

GPS@ grid web portal (Grid Protein Sequence Analysis, http://gpsa-pbil.ibcp.fr) is

a Bioinformatics integrated portal such as the current NPS@ protein portal, and would

provide the biologist with a user-friendly interface for the GRID resources (computing

and storage) made available by the project EGEE (2004-2005).

This genomic grid user interface hides the mechanisms involved for the execution

of Bioinformatics analyses on the grid infrastructure. The bioinformatics algorithms

and databanks have been distributed and registered on the EGEE grid and GPS@ runs

its own EGEE interface to the grid. In this way, GPS@ portal simplify the

Bioinformatics grid submission, and provide biologist with the benefit of the EGEE

grid infrastructure to analyze large biological dataset: e.g. including several protein

secondary structure predictions into a multiple alignment, or clustering a sequence set

by analyzing, with BLAST or SSEARCH, each sequence against the others, …
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In the future, main efforts should be focused on taking bioinformatics specific

constraints and requirements into account on the EGEE grid. That means, for example,

including ontology and semantic parameters into the gridified data with the replica

manager system. An other effort should concern the security of the bioinformatics data

and methods on the grid: encryption of data, network isolation and algorithm execution

sandboxing, fine grain access to data, monitoring private data transfer and replication,

etc.
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